September 1, 2011

Secretariat to the Financial Stability Board
Bank for International Settlements
Centralbahnplatz 2
CH-4002 Basel, Switzerland


Dear Financial Stability Board Secretariat:

We appreciate the invitation to comment on the July 19, 2011 Financial Stability Board (FSB) Consultative Document, “Effective Resolution of Systemically Important Financial Institutions,” and we submit the attached white paper in response.

The Pew Charitable Trusts is an independent nonprofit organization founded in 1948. Pew applies a rigorous, analytical approach to improve public policy, inform the public and stimulate civic life. The Pew Financial Reform Project, formed in response to the 2008 financial crisis, brings a nonpartisan, fact-based approach to helping reform and modernize the financial sector. Over the past 18 months, the project has commissioned scholarly papers, supported a bipartisan task force and in other ways facilitated debate on key aspects of the reform effort that resulted in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (DFA). We are now contributing research and analysis in support of the implementation of Act.

The attached white paper, “Standards for Rapid Resolution Plans” was developed by project staff to offer background to those officials working on the U.S. domestic aspects of resolution planning as enacted in DFA. As such, the document does not address any aspect associated with recovery planning. Still, we hope you will find it useful in response to the questions in Annex 5 of the Consultative Document. We believe our discussion of the importance of table top exercises in particular will be of benefit to you.

We commend the FSB for the Consultative Document. Effective resolution planning should ensure that any Systemically Important Financial Institution resolution poses a small risk to the financial system and does not impose costs on taxpayers or the financial services industry at large. The final FSB standards should become an important step toward this goal.

As always, we are available to discuss any aspect of our work.

Sincerely,

Joseph Kennedy
Senior Officer
The Pew Charitable Trusts
j kennedy@pewtrusts.org

Executive Summary

The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-Frank Act), signed into law in July 2010, requires systemically important financial institutions to develop and maintain rapid resolution plans. A rapid resolution plan lays out how a financial institution that is in the process of failing can be sold, broken up or closed quickly and effectively. The Dodd-Frank Act gives regulators discretion over how such plans should be structured and what information they should contain. These standards lay out some of the key attributes of successful rapid resolution plans.

When Lehman Brothers failed in September 2008, the absence of any preparation meant that bankruptcy proceedings got off to a slow start and faced many unnecessary obstacles along the way. Much economic value was lost as a result. More importantly, in the chaos that followed policy makers became very reluctant to allow other large institutions to go under and “Too Big To Fail” became the de facto policy of the United States government. Having effective resolution plans is critical to ending the era of “Too Big To Fail” as the default policy in times of crisis.

At the highest level, there are just four standards for rapid resolution planning:

- **An Objective of Low-Cost, Low-Risk Resolution.** Every systemically important financial institution should produce and maintain a plan to guide receivers and regulators through a low-cost and low-risk resolution.

- **Tested Provisions for a Quick Start and Sustained Execution.** The plan should contain provisions for accessing basic information, starting quickly and sustaining operations of systemically-important activities. There also should be a general strategy for every major aspect of a resolution process. These provisions should be tested regularly with “war games.”

- **A Well-Governed, Managed and Resourced Process.** The institution, its regulators and key third parties should devote sufficient resources to planning in order to ensure that effective resolution plans are kept up to date.

- **Real Consequences.** Any institution with a resolution plan that is unsatisfactory to its regulators must revise it promptly and start to implement any needed operational changes. If the revisions or the changes are insufficient, the institution should be required to divest businesses and close down operations until it is no longer systemically significant.

Every element of the standards proposed here should apply to all rapid resolution plans. Still, the specifics of each plan should reflect the complexity, interconnectedness and size of the institution in question. Careful application of these standards should help regulators and institutions meet the overall objective of rapid resolution planning – namely to ensure as far as possible that no future failure by a U.S. financial institution imposes costs on taxpayers or threatens the stability of the financial system as a whole.
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The Pew Charitable Trusts' economic policy work aims to encourage an informed debate and promote practices that strengthen the U.S. economy. Pew is a nonprofit organization that applies a rigorous, analytical approach to improve public policy, inform the public and stimulate civic life.
Introduction

During the 2008 financial crisis, the efforts of policy makers, lawyers and financial industry executives to cope with the failure of large complex financial institutions were greatly complicated by a lack of planning. In particular, when Lehman Brothers failed in September, basic information was missing about organizational structures and relationships between subsidiaries that made it difficult to start bankruptcy proceedings quickly, to anticipate the effects of different actions and to resolve conflicts between subsidiaries and jurisdictions. In the succeeding months, much economic value was lost as a result. But more importantly, the chaos in the days and weeks immediately following the Lehman failure made policy makers reluctant to allow the complete collapse of any other large institution. “Too Big To Fail” became de facto policy because it was seen as the only way to contain the extraordinary risks of that period.

A rapid resolution plan is a document that lays out how a financial institution that is in the process of failing could be sold, broken up or closed before it disrupts the financial system or imposes costs on the taxpayer. In the aftermath of the crisis, the idea of large institutions planning for their rapid resolution has gained wide acceptance among policy makers internationally. In the United States, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010 (Dodd-Frank Act), which became law in July 2010, contains a provision requiring large complex financial institutions to produce rapid resolution plans. Now, as the federal financial regulatory agencies have begun to implement the Dodd-Frank Act,

---

2 Various authors use other terms such as “living wills” and “funeral plans” to refer to rapid resolution plans. This document uses the term “rapid resolution plans” following recent U.S. legislative language and emerging regulatory practice (Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act, Public Law 111-203, §165 (d)).


4 Besides being mandated in the Dodd-Frank Act, coordinated steps are being taken internationally. The UK’s Financial Services Act 2010 provides the Financial Services Authority with a duty to make rules requiring firms to prepare recovery and resolution plans. The Financial Stability Board (FSB) will present to the G20 broad proposals requiring all banks judged to be “globally systemically important financial institutions” to have a resolution plan in place and their national regulator to have a resolution regime in place in the event of their failure. In November 2010, the G20 will decide upon recommendations put forth by the FSB. The European Commission also has proposed a new framework for crisis management in the financial sector, which includes resolution plans to ensure adequate planning for financial stress or failure.
they must decide on requirements for these plans and for the programs needed to maintain and update them as circumstances change.

This document is intended to support the federal financial regulatory agencies in their efforts to oversee rapid resolution planning. The standards here are intended to:

- Provide a nonpartisan point of reference. As rule-making and implementation for rapid resolution planning plays out over the next 24 months, many public advocacy and industry groups will make a variety of recommendations. These standards are a yardstick for assessing different proposals.
- Be a medium-term target. It will take some time for firms to meet these standards. International issues have to be resolved, and large internationally active financial institutions might have to reorganize themselves and make major investments in information systems before they can produce satisfactory plans. A phase-in period will be needed.

At the highest level, we identify four standards for any rapid resolution planning:

- **An Objective of Low-Cost, Low-Risk Resolution.** Every systemically important financial institution should produce and maintain a plan to guide receivers and regulators through a low-cost and low-risk resolution.
- **Tested Provisions for a Quick Start and Sustained Execution.** The plan should contain provisions for accessing basic information, starting quickly and sustaining operations of systemically-important activities. There should also be a general strategy for every major aspect of a resolution process. These provisions should be tested regularly with “war games.”
- **A Well-Governed, Managed and Resourced Process.** The institution, its regulators and key third parties should devote sufficient resources to planning in order to ensure that effective resolution plans are kept up to date.
- **Real Consequences.** Any institution with a resolution plan that is unsatisfactory to its regulators must revise it promptly and start to implement any needed operational changes. If the revisions or the changes are insufficient, the institution should be required to divest businesses and close down operations until it is no longer systemically significant.

Although it will generate large public benefits, effective planning will have some significant and immediate costs for every large complex financial institution involved. But the benefits of avoiding another crisis also are large. Regulators must insist on high standards. Otherwise, they will never have the confidence to take decisive action when a large complex financial institution gets into trouble and the idea or concept of “Too Big To Fail” will not end.⁵

---

The main text is divided into four sections:

- **Legislative Background**, which describes the main rapid resolution planning provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act;
- **Context**, which highlights some important considerations that have to be addressed for rapid resolution planning to be effective;
- **Standards**, with four sub-sections that each lay out a proposed standard in some detail; and
- **Conclusion**.

## Legislative Background

The Dodd-Frank Act requires financial institutions to establish and maintain rapid resolution plans. This requirement applies to bank holding companies with more than $50 billion in total assets and nonbank financial companies that are subject to enhanced supervision by the Federal Reserve (Fed), so-called systemically important financial institutions, or SIFIs.\(^6\) Under the act, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC) and the Fed have responsibility for these plans. On content, the act requires a plan to specify how well any affiliated FDIC-insured institution is protected; describe the institution’s ownership structure, assets, liabilities and contractual obligations; and identify all cross-guarantees, major counterparties and owners of collateral.\(^7\) On consequences, the act specifies that, if a rapid resolution plan is judged to be inadequate, the Fed and the FDIC can require its revision within a specified timeframe. If it is still unworkable, they can immediately impose tougher standards for capital, leverage and liquidity, and they can restrict growth, activity and operations until the rapid resolution plan is adequately revised. If after two years it is still unworkable, the FDIC and the Fed can require divestiture of assets and operations.\(^8\)

The Dodd-Frank Act does not make rapid resolution plans legally binding as some commentators had proposed. Neither the FDIC, nor a receiver appointed by a bankruptcy court, nor the management of a SIFI has to keep to the plan in the event of failure.\(^9\)

---

\(^6\) Public Law 111-203: The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010, §165(a) and (d).

\(^7\) Public Law 111-203: The Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010, §165(d) (1) A-C). However, Sec. 165 (d) (1) (D) also authorizes the Federal Reserve and FDIC to mandate, by joint order, that firms include any specific information they deem necessary.

\(^8\) Public Law 111-203, § 165 (d) (4) states that the Federal Reserve and FDIC will jointly notify a firm of deficiencies in its resolution plan; the report language leaves the timeline for resubmitting an updated plan to the Fed and FDIC. Sec. 165 (d) (5) grants the Fed and FDIC authority to “jointly impose more stringent capital, leverage, or liquidity requirements, or restrictions on the growth, activities, or operations of the company, or any subsidiary thereof, until such time as the company resubmits a plan that remedies the deficiencies.” The section also authorizes the Fed and FDIC, in consultation with the Financial Stability Oversight Council (FSOC), to order a firm to divest certain assets if it does not resubmit an acceptable resolution plan within two years.

\(^9\) Public Law 111-203§ 165 (d) (6) and § 165 (d) (7).
With the goal of limiting contagion among financial institutions during periods when the system as a whole is under stress, the Dodd-Frank Act requires the Fed to set limits for every SIFI so that its exposure to any one of its creditors is at most 25 percent of its capital. 10 Every SIFI is required to file periodic credit-exposure reports that detail its exposures to every other SIFI. 11

Finally, the Fed must report to Congress every year on implementation of rapid resolution planning as part of its annual report on heightened supervision activities. 12

Context

The effectiveness of a program of rapid resolution planning will depend on how well several other issues are resolved.

First, international legal issues have to be addressed. 13 As matters now stand, the actual resolution of any internationally active SIFI is likely to raise serious problems, regardless of whether it is affected through a bankruptcy or an administrative process. Issues to be addressed include: coordination of resolution initiation, continuity of systemically important operations, continuity of key contracts with third parties and among affiliates and subsidiaries within the SIFI, access to group-wide information by host country regulators in normal times and in the prelude to a crisis, access to critical operational information by different affiliates and subsidiaries in the event of a failure, treatment of employees and conflict of law – a critically important and complex subject. While Financial Stability Board (FSB) discussions under the auspices of the G20 have begun, they have a long way to go. Moreover, some topics such as conflict of law issues or derivative close-out procedures might require action outside the FSB’s purview before they can be satisfactorily resolved.

10 This concentration limit is specified in §165 (e) (2) of the law.
11 Public Law 111-203 § 115 states that the FSOC may recommend to the Board of Governors that nonbank financial companies submit credit-exposure reports detailing a SIFI’s nature and extent of exposure to other SIFIs.
12 Public Law 111-203 § 165 (b) (5).
Second, credible failure assessments must be developed and maintained to show that a failing firm can be wound down without causing systemic risk and contagion.\textsuperscript{14,15} For this to be true, the exposure of other SIFIs must be small relative to their capital and funding liquidity, and there must be reasonable grounds to believe that asset sales by a failing SIFI will not so depress prices of assets of other SIFIs that their solvency will be threatened.\textsuperscript{16} Based on the exposure reports of other SIFIs mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act and on most recent stress-test results, these assessments must either be updated very frequently – perhaps as often as daily – or they must reflect very conservative assumptions that are likely to generate valid upper estimates of exposure between updates.

Third, clear triggers for a resolution have to be defined for all kinds of SIFI. Triggers already exist for depository institutions: if capital falls below a minimum acceptable level, the FDIC can move in and start a resolution. Something similar must be specified for each type of SIFI so that all parties concerned can know what circumstances that will precipitate a resolution.\textsuperscript{17}

Finally, judgment will necessarily play a large part in how any crisis is ultimately managed, a factor that limits the ultimate value of a resolution plan. Effective planning cannot by itself assure systemic stability or even well-managed resolutions.\textsuperscript{18} The more fragile and dynamic the systemic situation, the more complex and time-critical the judgments will be. Hopefully, SIFI failures will be rare.\textsuperscript{19} However, that fact makes it likely that those who manage a future SIFI failure will never have managed anything like it before and will, therefore, stand to gain a great deal from a well thought out resolution plan that practice has made familiar.

\textsuperscript{14} Dodd-Frank mandates the Federal Reserve to require periodic submissions of credit exposure reports to the Federal Reserve, the FSOC and the FDIC for all financial institutions that must submit rapid resolution plans. The legislation does not specify what “periodic” means. See Public Law 111-203, § 165 (d) (2).
\textsuperscript{15} This issue was discussed during Pew interviews with financial market experts in New York City, October 2010.
\textsuperscript{16} As in footnote 14, when submitting credit-exposure reports, Dodd-Frank does not define what “significant” credit exposure means. See Public Law 111-203, § 165 (d) (2).
\textsuperscript{19} Some commentators have argued that it would be better if SIFIs failed more often so that the authorities and the other concerned parties stayed familiar with what to do. But a failure is always costly to those directly involved, and a SIFI failure is by its very nature potentially disruptive.
Standards

#1: An Objective of Low-Cost, Low-Risk Resolution

Every systemically important financial institution should produce and maintain a plan to guide receivers and regulators through a low-cost and low-risk resolution.

1.1 Rapid resolution planning at each SIFI should so far as possible:
   1.1.1 Minimize systemic instability.\(^{20}\)
   1.1.2 Maintain the priority of claims among creditors.\(^{21}\)
   1.1.3 Protect taxpayers from cost and protect the industry from ex-post assessments.
   1.1.4 Maximize the value of the outcome for all the stakeholders involved.

1.2 In so doing, each planning program also should help:
   1.2.1 Signal effectively that the institution is not “Too Big to Fail.”
   1.2.2 Ensure that spillover costs associated with failure are internalized.
   1.2.3 Prepare key decision-makers to act rapidly and effectively in the moment of crisis.

1.3 An effective plan might be complex. It should nevertheless be clear, well-organized, sufficiently comprehensive and completely accessible for all those who will need to use it on the day. No plan can provide for every contingency. A careful balance must be struck between specificity and flexibility to ensure the plan is both practical and relevant.

#2: Tested Provisions for a Quick Start and Sustained Execution

Rapid resolution plans should specify roll-out steps that include accessing essential data on structure and operations. Key crisis-management roles and responsibilities should be defined and understood. Systemically significant activities should be identified and provisions made to maintain them through a failure. A general strategy should be included for sustained execution of the resolution process. Resolution plans should address the risks uncovered during stress testing. Key dependencies should be protected by transaction-services agreements that can survive resolution. Plans should be tested biannually in comprehensive war-game exercises.

2.1. The roll-out plan for a resolution or a bankruptcy should provide for access to basic information and assignment of responsibilities for communication, coordination and decision-making by courts, receivers, the regulatory agencies and any other parties that need to be involved, at the state level, nationally and internationally. It should be possible to complete the roll-out plan in a short period of time, such as a weekend.

---


2.2. Strategies for **sustained execution** of subsequent stages should be sufficiently flexible to address different failure scenarios, including the failure of the parent company, the material financial distress of any systemically critical subsidiary, the collapse of any other line of business or the collapse of any potentially important legal entity.

2.3. Plans should address the risks uncovered by **stress tests**. Also mandated by the Dodd-Frank Act,²² stress tests are exercises each SIFI must undertake to measure the potential impact of various risks -- such as higher unemployment or lower house prices -- on its financial position. Stress test results should provide valuable indications of how an institution might fail in practice.²³

2.4. To support a roll-out plan, programs for resolution planning should maintain up-to-date structural data²⁴:

2.4.1. **A mapping of lines of business into legal entities** that might have to be resolved separately.

2.4.2. **A complete catalog of all legal entities**, including subsidiaries, affiliates and any special-purpose entities, briefly explaining their purpose, their form, the main legal jurisdiction under which they operate and whether they operate cross-border. This catalog should distinguish between **potentially important legal entities** and those that are either dormant, contingent (for purposes other than crisis management) or immaterial.²⁵

2.4.3. **A table showing the legal jurisdictions** in which claims are likely to arise in the event of failure for each business and potentially important legal entity.

2.4.4. **A mapping of key interconnections** detailing their existence and nature (but not the size of obligations or financial flows) across all potentially important legal entities including cross-holdings, rights and obligations, credit exposures, common infrastructure and business dependencies.

2.4.5. **A chart of accounts** for each potentially important legal entity.

---

²² Public Law 111-203 § 165 (i).
²⁵ Some commentators have suggested that a tax on each legal entity within financial institutions should be introduced or in some other fashion, an incentive be created to reduce the sheer number of entities that SIFIs often seem to create. The receivers report that there were more than 8,000 legal entities at Lehman Brothers at the time it failed.
2.4.6. Information on **material impediments** to an orderly resolution in the event of failure.

2.5. Rapid resolution plan programs also should maintain operational data including:

2.5.1. **Volumes and values** of activity by major market, instrument, contract, line of business and counterparty and the values and sources and users of collateral.

2.5.2. Details of the scale and type of key operational and financial interdependencies among affiliates and subsidiaries, and any contingency plans for inter-entity funding.

2.5.3. Information on contracts in sufficient detail to gauge how other SIFIs and major counterparty groupings would be affected in different scenarios and how rights and obligations of a bankruptcy receiver or of the FDIC might evolve during the management of a failure.

2.5.4. Details of the present **ownership and capital structures** (including any convertible contingent capital) of the SIFI and of all other potentially important legal entities within it; details of the size of their assets, liabilities and contractual obligations; details of the size of all significant cross-guarantees, exposures and collateral arrangements.

2.6. The plan should also define **key crisis-management roles and responsibilities**:

2.6.1. **Internal directories** of key people, committees, reporting relationships, functions and roles in normal business circumstances should be available. More importantly, however, key roles, functions and responsibilities need to be defined, agreed upon and communicated from the moment a failure is declared.

2.6.2. These assignments of responsibility should cover all major lines of business and potentially important legal entities and include boards as well as senior officers.

2.6.3. They should also cover **key people from outside** the SIFI including receivership teams, FDIC and Fed resolution teams, key vendor contacts and key personnel in different parts of government and in other regulatory agencies at the state, national and international levels, including the international college of supervisors.

2.7. The plan should identify **systemically significant activities** that should be sustained during a failure to minimize the risks of a systemic event. The plan should include measures to ensure the survival of these operations. Regulatory criteria similar to those that must be developed to designate SIFIs should be used for determining the systemic significance of specific activities. Payments, clearing and settlement, custodian activities, market making and prime brokerage are all examples of activities that might be considered systemically significant.

2.8. Key dependencies should be protected by **transaction-services agreements**. These agreements among affiliates and subsidiaries and with key providers of outsourced services should be so structured that they can survive both bankruptcy or administrative resolution and the transfer of contracts to new legal entities, such as bridge banks.
2.9. Roll-out plans should also include provisions for:
   2.9.1. **Access to key data systems** in each major jurisdiction for each potentially important legal entity and line of business during a resolution or bankruptcy.
   2.9.2. The **transfer of systemically critical activities** into viable new business structures.
   2.9.3. **Nondisruptive disengagement** from critical infrastructure such as clearing houses.
   2.9.4. A coordinated **communication plan** for all the parties concerned, both internal and external, that addresses issues on the state, national and international levels.

2.10. Rapid resolution plans also should include **strategies for sustained execution**:
   2.10.1. Unwinding of each legal entity and nonsystemic business.
   2.10.2. The later stages in any bankruptcy or resolution process.

2.11. Every other year, update exercises should include **war games** to test the preparedness of all key people and committees, including outside advisors, receivership teams and regulatory teams from the different agencies concerned, including other members of the international college of supervisors. To be useful, war games require a good deal of preparation by experienced managers. War gaming should test the adequacy of key data, plans and strategies. To prepare themselves and to ensure these exercises are taken seriously throughout their organizations, senior management and board members should take part.26

#3: A Well-Governed, Managed and Resourced Process

Rapid resolution planning should be well-governed, managed and resourced. Key third parties should be involved. Congress should include rapid resolution planning in its oversight. Responsibilities among the federal financial regulatory agencies and their international counterparts should be well-defined. Within SIFIs, senior management should sponsor rapid resolution plans, create a resolution-planning office and ensure its full institutional support. A comprehensive summary of every rapid resolution plan should be published regularly.

3.1. Because the FDIC will be the user of the plan in the event of an administrative resolution, the **FDIC should lead** and coordinate rapid resolution planning among the national financial regulators with the close support of the Fed. The other federal financial regulatory agencies and any involved state agencies should support the FDIC. Responsibilities among the agencies and their international counterparts should be well-defined, agreed-upon and well-understood by all concerned in advance of a crisis.

---

3.2. Resolution planning will require close cooperation with key third parties. These include vendors, counterparties and outside counsel. While confidential information must be protected, these outsiders should be engaged in the planning process since they might have vital roles to play in the event of a failure. If possible, coordination with the major bankruptcy courts would be desirable as well. These third parties constitute a valuable resource with capabilities that the agencies and the institution should not try to duplicate.

3.3. The FDIC and the Fed should continue to work with the Financial Stability Board to develop frameworks to address international coordination issues. The FDIC and the Fed should coordinate international preparation of rapid resolution plans with the college of supervisors for every internationally active SIFI with significant U.S. operations. This coordination should extend to joint planning and participation in war-game exercises. There should be a two-way exchange of information among college members that is as open and complete as possible.

3.4. SIFI senior management should sponsor rapid resolution planning and should create a well-resourced resolution-planning office devoted to maintaining the necessary data, preparing plans, running war games and working with the FDIC and the other responsible regulatory agencies. The rapid resolution-planning office should have the full support and cooperation of the risk-management, IT, finance, compliance and legal functions as well as the businesses.

3.5. Structural and operational data should be maintained continuously in a virtual data room. This means that specific data should be continuously available to those who will need access to it in the event of a failure, including the SIFI management, board and its regulators.

3.6. Plans should be updated regularly at least once a year, and whenever there is a merger, divestiture, outsourcing or any other major change in legal structure or other business and operational circumstances. Substantive plan adjustments should be communicated promptly to regulators and other key crisis managers.

3.7. Working with their international regulatory counterparts, the FDIC and the Fed should use the planning process to exchange knowledge to develop and disseminate best practices over time not only for planning, but also for such matters as IT organization, and legal and capital structures that concern the day-to-day management of SIFIs.

3.8. Rapid resolution plans produced during update exercises should be signed off by senior management, the SIFI board, the Fed, the FDIC and the international college of supervisors. Sign-off should indicate: an understanding of the plan; agreement with the plan; and an assessment that the plan can achieve low-cost, low-risk resolution in the event of a failure.

27 The importance of including information that will be useful to third parties under time constraints is a consistent theme in the relevant literature. See for example, UK Financial Services Authority, “Turner Review Conference Discussion Paper” 09/4, October 2009. http://www.fsa.gov.uk/pubs/discussion/dp09_04.pdf.
Sign-off should reflect a suitable level of involvement in oversight, design and implementation of the plan.

3.9. Resolution plans should be designed to help in court-administered bankruptcies as well as resolutions administered by the FDIC. The failure of a nonbank subsidiary of a SIFI subject to regulation by an agency such as the Securities and Exchange Commission, the Commodity Futures Trading Commission or a state financial regulator, could well end up in bankruptcy court.28

3.10. A comprehensive summary report of every rapid resolution plan should be published regularly either as a part of standard public-disclosure documents or separately. Such a summary should be published within 90 days of any major revisions in a resolution plan resulting from a material change in organization or business circumstance. Sufficient organizational data on lines of business and legal entities should be included for creditors and other interested parties to understand broadly how their claims will be addressed and by whom in the event of a failure.

3.11. The Chairman of the Board of Directors, the Chief Executive Officer, the examiners-in-charge from the FDIC, the Fed and the external auditor should all attest publicly that the summary is a fair description of the plan. The FDIC and the Fed also should attest to the fact that there is a satisfactory failure assessment.

#4: Real Consequences

Any institution with a resolution plan that is unsatisfactory to its regulators must revise it promptly and start to implement any needed operational changes. If the revisions or the changes are insufficient, the institution should be required to divest businesses and close down operations until it is no longer systemically significant.

4.1. The Dodd-Frank Act specifies that, if a rapid resolution plan is judged inadequate by the FDIC or the Fed, the SIFI in question must revise and resubmit its plan within a specified time period. If that revision is still judged unworkable, the FDIC and the Fed can raise capital, leverage and liquidity standards immediately. Then, after two years and consultation with the Financial Stability Oversight Council that was created by the Dodd-Frank Act, the Fed and the FDIC can direct the SIFI to divest assets or operations if necessary.29

4.2. In the event of egregious plan inadequacy, the Fed should adopt a policy of using its general supervisory authority to require divestiture of assets and operations before two years has passed.

---

29 Public Law 111-203, §165 (d) (4-5).
elapsed, unless for some reason possible short-term economic costs of disruption to credit flows seem likely to outweigh the long-term benefits of encouraging increased plan effectiveness for all SIFIs.

4.3. If the FDIC and the Fed believe changes are needed in legal or capital structure, organization, liquidity management, business strategy or IT infrastructure, then the Fed and FDIC should give the institution a tight deadline to resubmit its resolution plan. If insufficient information is available to know whether changes are needed, the SIFI should make up any information shortfall as quickly as possible. If changes are needed, the SIFI should submit an implementation plan for changes within a short period, and once approved, the SIFI should start to implement them as expeditiously as possible. Specific deadlines should be set with a view to balancing the likely long-term benefits of encouraging effective planning against the possible costs to the economy of a policy of quick enforcement.

4.4. In the event that the plans or the failure assessment are unsatisfactory, then the attestation on the published comprehensive summary report should be withheld and a summary of the plan to address the deficiencies should be published with an indication of acceptance from the FDIC and the Fed. Such a policy would help ensure that institutional commitment to planning would be sustained.

4.5. If revisions or the plan for changes are still deficient, increases should result in minimum capital and liquidity standards. They should be commensurate with the seriousness of the shortfall and sufficient to act as an incentive to prompt correction. The Fed and the FDIC should consider a policy of imposing a significant increase immediately and raising it repeatedly until a revision is submitted that is satisfactory. During this period, the SIFI should not grow its assets, enter into any new activity or expand any operations. Once again, any possible short-term economic costs of raising standards should be weighed against the long-term benefits of an exacting and unambiguous policy before the size and frequency of standard increases are set.

4.6. If a SIFI’s rapid resolution plan is still unworkable after a period from the date of the first unsatisfactory submission, then the FDIC and the Fed should require permanent divestiture of assets and cessation of specific operations under their general supervisory authority to bring the resolution plan up to standard or to shrink the institution to the point where it is no longer systemically significant.
Conclusion

Although “Too Big To Fail” was not the only reason for the 2008 financial crisis, it was a major contributor. The costs of the misallocation of resources that marked the bubble and the lingering effects of the bust have been large. U.S. households lost on average nearly $5,800 in income due to reduced economic growth during the acute stage of the financial crisis from September 2008 through the end of 2009. Although creating plans for resolving systemically important institutions that fail will carry costs, the benefits of effective and credible plan programs are significant.

The specifics of an individual resolution plan should reflect the complexity, interconnectedness and size of the SIFI in question. Although every applicable element of every standard proposed here should be included in all rapid resolution plans, the standards should be interpreted to fit the circumstances of the institution.

The fundamental objective of rapid resolution planning is to ensure that, as far as possible in the future, any SIFI resolution poses a small risk to the financial system and does not impose costs on taxpayers or the financial services industry at large. If the standards laid out here can be met, then there is a good chance that this objective of minimizing risks and costs can be achieved.

---
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